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Contemporary act-consequentialism is divided on the question of how the criterion of rightness for an act or a
course of action should be interpreted. According to objective consequentialism (OC), the criterion of rightness for
an act is whether that act in fact would most promote the good among those acts that are available to the agent.
This version has been defended by H. Sidgwick and G.E. Moore and in the contemporary discussion by, e.g., Peter
Railton. According to the decision-theoretical account of consequentialism (DTC) the criterion of rightness for an act
is whether that act is the act with the highest expected (consequentialist) value according to the agent's probability
function at the time of action. This version has been defended by, e.g., Frank Jackson.

I argue that the choice between OC's and DTC's criteria of rightness is a function of several prior choices,
among them choices with regard to the following issues:

(a) What sense of 'ought' do we believe to be the primary business of an ethical theory?
(b) To what extent are normative theories supposed to be action-guiding?
(c) Should our focus primarily be on the epistemic status of the agent or should it be on the objective features of the
act?

In the first part of the paper I discuss the merits and drawbacks of both versions' view with respect to these
factors, together with additional features that allegedly support either version's criterion of rightness. I argue that
these theoretical disagreements within contemporary consequentialism have their origin in a much wider
disagreement about moral philosophy and that they can only be settled if we take a stand on that wider issue. I thus
argue that it is fruitful and perhaps necessary to regard problems within contemporary consequentialism as
problems about moral philosophy in a wider sense. More precisely, it is a question about what role we believe a
normative ethical theory can or should play in practice. In the second part of the paper I thus turn to this wider issue.
Pursuing the wider question in relation to (a)-(c) above (together with various other important factors) is called for,
since the criterion of rightness is only an end product based on the approach taken to them. We will see that the
respective positions OC and DTC take towards these factors result from prior, and often implicit, considerations
about what tasks a normative ethical theory should fulfil. The need for meta-ethical questions and justification is
therefore crucial for taking a stand on the intra-theoretical issue as to whether OC or DTC is the best version of
consequentialism. I end the paper by claiming that we have some (though certainly not conclusive) reasons to prefer
the decision-theoretical approach to consequentialism. The main reasons being that it does not impose excessively
high standards on right action and that its criterion of rightness has a plausible case for being actually, and not only
ideally, action-guiding.


